LIST OF ERGONOMIC COACHES

DCRI, DTMI, DCRU, DTRI
Sielaty, David (contact)
Bailey, Alice
Bowman, Kim
Moore, Victor

DEVELOPMENT
Lassiter, Beth

DLAR
Wilson, Juanita (contact)
Hawkey, Elizabeth

DUKE PRESS
Conner, Bonnie
Devine, Thomas
Furges, Lynn

EMPLOYEE HEALTH
Weaver, Amy

FUQUA
Hansley, Pam
Stewart, Kimberly

LAW SCHOOL
Dodson, Kenneth
Hicks, Susan

LIVE FOR LIVE
Beresic, Nicholas

PERKINS
Durmaz, Ayse
Hammeke, Erin
McCurdy, Seth

PRMO – ALSTON AVENUE
Becker, Ashley
Green, Ketki
Harrison, Brianna
Lodge, Kelsey
Mitchell, Angeline
Neal, Alice
Sauls, Rashaun

PRMO - DUKE HOSPITAL
Figgs, Maxie
Ikner, Randy

PRMO – DUKE REGIONAL
Creekmuir, Harry
Rodriguez, Carlos

SCHOOL OF NURSING
Leiter, Tina (contact)
Rhodes, Nanika

TIP
Ylizarde, Terra
Walker, Jaymes